Schultz, Daniel@Waterboards
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

OAL Reference Attorney <ReferenceAttorney@oal.ca.gov>
Wednesday, May 28, 2014 4:21 PM
Schultz, Daniel@Waterboards
FW: SWRCB Emergency Regulation Comment

Good afternoon Dan,
Below, please find the email we discussed on the phone.
OAL Reference Attorney
From: great hunter [mailto:gr8hunter@yahoo.com]
Sent: Wednesday, May 28, 2014 3:47 PM
To: OAL Reference Attorney
Subject: SWRCB Emergency Regulation Comment

To the Reference Attorney, Office of Administrative Law,
I just today read an article in the Chico Enterprise Record about the SWRCB proposing water curtailments on Mill Creek.
I never received any prior notice to this so called emergency. I am a landowner with rights to the waters of Mill Creek
separate from any other right holder. I am the heir or assign to lands and rights that can be traced back to Mexican land
grants under Mexican rule just as the City of Los Angeles can. I understand this subject was brought up at the SWRCB’s
hearing for the emergency regulation.
I am requesting the Office of Administrative Law provide me with:
1.

Copies of when and where any rights were severed from the properties affected by the emergency regulation in
order for the SWRCB to claim necessary rights for jurisdiction to the waters of Mill Creek, Deer Creek and
Antelope Creek.
2. Copies of specifically when and where my reserved rights to all the waters were severed, placing the waters
under the SWRCB’s jurisdiction.
3. Copies of all comments the OAL or SWRCB receive concerning the emergency regulation.
A copy of the above is needed in order for the SWRCB to show, severance of all reserved rights, jurisdiction, and
submit such a regulation to the Office of Administrative Law. With a copy of this letter being sent to the SWRCB I
am asking them to also provide me with a copy of 1 and 2 above, if they exist. Please let me know if the
requested documents exist within 10 days and what the cost of obtaining copies will be.

Thank you,
Wally Redamonti
P.O Box 819
Los Molinos, CA 96055
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